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Background and Motivation  

The Apple-CORE project is pushing the boundaries of programming and systems development in multi-

core architectures in an attempt to make multi-core go mainstream, i.e. continuing the current trends in low-

power, multi-core architecture out to thousands of cores on chip and supporting this in the context of the next 

generations of PCs, workstations and high-performance computers. The basis for this work is based on 

dataflow principles but uses a conventional programming style. It is captured in the underlying programming 

model called SVP, which was developed in the EU project AETHER and provides the virtualisation layer in 

the EU project ADVANCE. In Apple-CORE, the goal is to implement the SVP model in silicon at the finest 

level of granularity and to support this with tools that eliminate any pitfalls to concurrent programming. 

This results in a self-scheduling architecture that creates, maps, schedules and synchronises threads using 

machine instructions as the thread API. The aim is to achieve consistently good performance from naive 

code even in the presence of high latency operations. This will support the sharing of key resources, the 

access to large distributed memories - the memory wall and will allow more energy efficient communication 

on chip - the power wall. The final and most important barrier to explicit concurrency in computer 

architecture is the programming wall. This is usually the domain of a relatively small and highly trained 

cohort of parallel programmers expert in issues such as deadlock, races, etc. This cannot scale to general-

purpose computer usage. Thus a significant effort is being expended in this project in developing compilers 

that support the automation of the extraction and mapping of concurrency in the many end user applications. 

In a general-purpose market, the labour-intensive approach of hand mapping an application's concurrency 

is just not feasible. The effort required compounded by the many different applications, hence an automated 

approach is required, which demands an investment in the tool chain and to amortise this investment we use 

the generic SVP model of concurrency. SVP captures all the concurrency in an application and sequences it 

when insufficient resources are available to execute the code concurrently. Transformations from a parallel 

to a sequential schedule are easier than the opposite. Thus SVP adopts concurrent rather than sequential 

composition but admits a well-defined sequential schedule. It captures locality without specifying explicit 

communication and supports asynchrony and data-driven scheduling to adapt to high latency operations. 

Finally, it provides safe program composition in the abstract, i.e. in the absence of any resource constraints, 

providing a clean separation of concerns between capturing an application's concurrency and mapping that 

concurrency to whatever resources are available at run time.  

This means an SVP program has many realisations at different levels of granularity. The approach taken in 

Apple-CORE is extreme and disruptive, i.e. implementing SVP in the core's instruction set architecture but 

the advantage of this is very fine grain concurrency, is a small overhead and maximum benefits from the 

concurrency exposed.  However, alternative implementations are possible on a variety of existing and future 

processor platforms, as will be explored in the ADVANCE project. This makes the work on developing 

parallelising compilers in the Apple-CORE project much more widely applicable. 

Objectives 

One overall objectives of Apple-CORE is to demonstrate that SVP makes a viable target for compilers that 

automate the generation of concurrency in order to make parallel programming mainstream. The flipside to 

this is the relegation of concurrency problems to the implementation of a run-time system, either in software, 

or in hardware. This task is amenable to a small and highly trained cohort of specialists. To achieve this 

Apple-CORE is developing or extending three different compiler platforms. These are: 

• a core compiler that captures SVP code in a C-based language, !TC, and which acts as a target to the 

other two compilers. This is based on the GCC compiler framework; 

• a parallelising compiler for C in collaboration with ACE and using the CoSy compiler framework;  
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• a compiler for the functional, data-parallel language SAC. 

A second major objective is to demonstrate that the model can be implemented in the ISA of RISC-like 

processor and to evaluate many-core chip designs that demonstrate the flexibility required in a general-

purpose processor. To this end it must support a wide range of applications and provide high execution 

efficiency, regardless of the instruction schedule of the generated code. Above all it should provide binary 

compatibility across generations of multi-core chips from few to many cores. This supports space sharing of 

resources in the chip's OS. Three execution platforms are being developed: 

• software implementations of SVP for code verification: fully sequential for functional simulation 

and extended with p-threads to explore system development; 

• a software emulation of a micro-grid of SVP cores able to execute SVP binary code and provide a 

cycle-accurate simulation of the execution time for a full custom chip; 

• a soft-core prototype of an SVP core based on the Leon III open-source core, which will be 

synthesised in an FPGA and hence constrained by a different set of technological constraints. 

Work Undertaken During the First Two Years 

The Apple-CORE project is divided into a number of technical work packages, each of which has the goal 

of performing both the enabling research and the tool development to support a particular aspect of the 

infrastructure of an SVP many-core processor architecture. 

Work package 2 has made a selection of applications to evaluate the architecture and tool infrastructure 

develop in the project and provides all dissemination activities. See http://www.apple-core.info, where the 

latest versions of both internal and external documents will be published. Benchmarks and evaluation results 

are available in the benchmarking portal Unibench. This system automates and the benchmarking process. 

Each new release of the emulation environment or any of its compilers will trigger new results to be obtained 

and stored in its database. This can be found at http://unibench.apple-core.info/. Our results are published 

here and will be refined and added to as the project progresses. Many of the smaller benchmarks have 

already been evaluated and the results show good scalability and a high processor utilisation, even from 

problems expressed in a high-level language. 

Work package 3 is developing the parallelising C compiler. The foundation for this work has been a study 

of the operational semantics of the !TC language and an identification of problem areas to sequential legacy 

compilers, such as SVP's synchronising objects, which impose significant constraints on the compiler. A 

second strand of research has developed and implemented a loop transformation framework for independent 

loops and those with loop-carried dependencies. We have investigated and identified the changes required in 

order exploit the existing CoSy optimisation framework as a source-to-source translator. Reports have been 

written on all three issues and a first version of the compiler is scheduled for delivery early next year. 

Work package 4 has retargeted the SAC 

compiler to SVP and its core compiler. This 

tool chain is now complete and generating code 

for a variety of SVP targets including the 

Alpha-based micro-grid emulator. The SAC 

source-to-source compiler originally generated 

C99 code but now generates !TC code in the 

format required by the core compiler. Much of 

this research has involved understanding SVP 

and its implementation and a considerable 

amount of empirical research was required to 

guide the design of a code generation scheme. 

Based on these experiments an initial 

compilation scheme has been documented and 

published. Subsequently, this scheme has been 

refined to use a step-wise compilation process 

that matches the internal representation of the 

SaC compiler framework. Based on this initial 

modular implementation, further high-level 

 

Figure 1. Standard micro-grid configuration for today's 

technology comprising 128 1 GHz cores configured into 

clusters (called places) ranging from 1 to 64 cores, 1M Byte 

on-chip memory and 2 DDR3 2400 memory interfaces. 
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optimisations on concurrency exploitation and resource usage have been developed and are currently being 

implemented. A constantly updated, working prototype of this compiler is available and is being used to 

evaluate the benchmark applications running on the micro-grid. 

Work package 5 has provided the first execution environment for the micro-grid. It has provided the core 

compiler and a software emulation of a micro-grid of SVP cores as might be realised in a full custom 

process. The latter executes the binary code generated by the core compiler and provides a cycle-accurate 

simulation of the execution time in order to evaluate the efficiency of the architecture and the compilers that 

drive it. The platform is also used in developing an operating system for the architecture. The micro-grid 

emulation implements a realistic memory system based on a modest application of current technology. An 

on-chip COMA organisation has been developed with standard DDR channels at the chip boundary (see 

Figure 1). To support the OS, a protected and secure scheme for managing memory and resources in a multi-

rooted manner has been proposed but not yet implemented in the emulation environment. Also schemes for 

both synchronous and asynchronous I/O have been proposed and are currently being implemented. 

Emulation environments for both 32-bit SPARC and 64-Alpha architectures have been produced. 

Work package 6 has designed a soft-core prototype of an SVP core based on the LEON 3 (SPARC ISA). 

The first prototype of this core is now complete and has been synthesised to an FPGA platform. This uses 

similar support structures to those implemented in the micro-grid emulation environment to manage families 

of threads but has required compromises in the design based on the limitations of an FPGA target. The 

existing register file of the LEON3 has been extended with synchronisation state to implement SVP's i-

structures and the data-path has been modified to enable the (re)scheduling of threads on the arrival of the 

data. Thread management logic operates semi-autonomously and from the programmer’s side is controlled 

by the extensions to the SPARC ISA that implement the SVP API. The logic manages linked lists of threads, 

and moves threads between lists according to their execution status. The modified register file and thread 

management logic form the basic part of the support for efficiently managing families of threads in LEON3. 

Main Results to end of the Second period 

A number of significant results have been achieved during the first two years of the Apple-CORE project. 

These results include: 

• A comparative analysis of the operational semantics of !TC compared to C language and the 

implementation of a core compiler framework based on the GCC compiler that provides the interface for 

high level compilers to generate code for the micro-grid execution platforms. 

• The fist prototype of a compiler from the language SAC to !TC. This compiler currently exploits loop-

level concurrency but work has already begun in developing compilation schemes for exploiting SAC's 

functional concurrency in SVP. 

• The definition of a framework for implementing a parallelising compiler from C to !TC based on the 

ACE CoSy compiler framework. A loop transformation scheme has been implemented that recognises a 

wide range of loop structures and translate them into the most efficient combination of data-parallel and 

dependent families of threads supported in SVP. The first prototype of this compiler will be available in 

the first few months of the next period. 

• An execution platform for an SVP SPARC core based on the LEON 3 soft core, which is implemented in 

VHDL has been synthesised for an FPGA target. This work will form the basis of experiments 

implementing close integration between the soft core and functions implemented in logic as families of 

SVP threads. 

• A software emulation of a micro-grid of SVP cores and the evaluation various small scale and chip level 

micro-grid configurations. The latter comprises clusters from 1 to 64 cores, where each 4 cores share a 

32KByte L2 cache 2 FPUs. The on chip memory is organised as a hierarchical network of COMA 

directories to implement an on-chip attraction memory (Figure 1). Each cluster implements a ring 

network to implement thread distribution and data-structures to manage thread creation scheduling and 

synchronisation. In this chip the execution of SVP families are sequenced in hardware when insufficient 

resources are available for concurrent execution. These features give the chip a built-in SVP micro-

kernel, where the API is provided by instructions added to the processor's ISA. Both SPARC and Alpha 

ISAs have been extended in this manner.  

A significant amount of evaluation has been undertaken using the micro-grid execution environment and 

the results show that good throughput can be obtained from a wide range of programming patterns, including 

data parallel operations, reductions and scans. Also a number of more complex algorithms have been 
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evaluated and in some cases compared against special purpose hardware. These results are shown in Figures 

2 and 3. 

Expected Impact 

The expected impact of this project can be found in two areas. The first is related to the processor 

architecture, where a new and efficient mechanism of automatically managing fine grain threads has been 

developed, evaluated and implemented. The benefit of this approach is that code can be compiled in 

maximally concurrent form and at run time, the SVP API provides a self-scheduling of the threads, 

respecting data dependencies and if necessary a sequential schedule over the family of threads. The result is 

binary compatibility in a space-shared processor. The impact of the tools developed in this project is far 

wider than this however, as these need not be targeted to a core with a hardware SVP API. It is possible to 

implement the same techniques at a coarser level of granularity in any processor architecture. Indeed the first 

sign of this impact has been seen in the EU project ADVANCE that will use SVP as a virtualisation layer in 

a project investigating the automatic and dynamic management of resources in concurrent systems using 

statistical techniques. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Evaluation of algorithm to find the first 

minimum of an array of integer values: 1K, 8K and 

64K problem sizes with cold - data sourced off chip 

and warm - a second execution. Saturation is caused 

by the limited bandwidth of the two DDR3 DRAM 

channels. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Maximum throughput of various cryptographic 

algorithms over 1–32 streams of the IXP2800 and on the 

micro-grid with 16 places of from 1 to 8 cores/place. 

 


